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LANGUAGE MODELING
Topics: language modeling
• A language model is a probabilistic model that assigns 

probabilities to any sequence of words

                             p(w1, ... ,wT)
‣ language modeling is the task of learning a language model that assigns high 

probabilities to well formed sentences

‣ plays a crucial role in speech recognition and machine translation systems
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‘‘ une personne intelligente ’’

‘‘ a person smart ’’

‘‘ a smart person ’’

?



LANGUAGE MODELING
Topics: language modeling
• An assumption frequently made is the nth order Markov 

assumption

            p(w1, ... ,wT) = ∏ p(wt | wt−(n−1) , ... ,wt−1)
‣ the tth word was generated based only on the n−1 previous words

‣ we will refer to wt−(n−1) , ... ,wt−1 as the context
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LANGUAGE MODELING
Topics: n-gram model

• An n-gram is a sequence of n words 
‣ unigrams (n=1): ‘‘is’’, ‘‘a’’, ‘‘sequence’’, etc.

‣ bigrams (n=2):  [‘‘is’’, ‘‘a’’ ],  [‘‘a’’, ‘‘sequence’’ ], etc.

‣ trigrams (n=3):  [‘‘is’’, ‘‘a’’, ‘‘sequence’’], [ ‘‘a’’, ‘‘sequence’’, ‘‘of’’], etc.

• n-gram models estimate the conditional from n-grams counts

p(wt | wt−(n−1) , ... ,wt−1) = count(wt−(n−1) , ... ,wt−1, wt)
                                    count(wt−(n−1) , ... ,wt−1, ・)

‣ the counts are obtained from a training corpus (a data set of word text)
4



LANGUAGE MODELING
Topics: n-gram model

• Issue: data sparsity
‣ we want n to be large, for the model to be realistic

‣ however, for large values of n, it is likely that a given n-gram will not have been 
observed in the training corpora

‣ smoothing the counts can help
- combine count(w1 , w2 , w3 , w4), count(w2 , w3 , w4), count(w3 , w4), and count(w4) to 

estimate p(w4 |w1, w2, w3)

‣ this only partly solves the problem
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NEURAL NETWORK LANGUAGE MODEL
Topics: neural network language model
• Solution: model the conditional 
p(wt | wt−(n−1) , ... ,wt−1) 
with a neural network
‣ learn word representations

to allow transfer to n-grams
not observed in training corpus 
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Figure 1: Neural architecture: f (i,wt�1, · · · ,wt�n+1) = g(i,C(wt�1), · · · ,C(wt�n+1)) where g is the
neural network andC(i) is the i-th word feature vector.

parameters of the mapping C are simply the feature vectors themselves, represented by a |V |⇥m
matrixC whose row i is the feature vectorC(i) for word i. The function g may be implemented by a
feed-forward or recurrent neural network or another parametrized function, with parameters ω. The
overall parameter set is θ= (C,ω).

Training is achieved by looking for θ that maximizes the training corpus penalized log-likelihood:

L=
1
T ∑t

log f (wt ,wt�1, · · · ,wt�n+1;θ)+R(θ),

where R(θ) is a regularization term. For example, in our experiments, R is a weight decay penalty
applied only to the weights of the neural network and to theC matrix, not to the biases.3

In the above model, the number of free parameters only scales linearly with V , the number of
words in the vocabulary. It also only scales linearly with the order n : the scaling factor could
be reduced to sub-linear if more sharing structure were introduced, e.g. using a time-delay neural
network or a recurrent neural network (or a combination of both).

In most experiments below, the neural network has one hidden layer beyond the word features
mapping, and optionally, direct connections from the word features to the output. Therefore there
are really two hidden layers: the shared word features layer C, which has no non-linearity (it would
not add anything useful), and the ordinary hyperbolic tangent hidden layer. More precisely, the
neural network computes the following function, with a softmax output layer, which guarantees
positive probabilities summing to 1:

P̂(wt |wt�1, · · ·wt�n+1) =
eywt
∑i eyi

.

3. The biases are the additive parameters of the neural network, such as b and d in equation 1 below.
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NEURAL NETWORK LANGUAGE MODEL
Topics: neural network language model
• Can potentially generalize to contexts not seen in training set
‣ example: p(‘‘ eating ’’ | ‘‘ the ’’, ‘‘ cat ’’, ‘‘ is ’’) 

- imagine 4-gram [‘‘ the ’’, ‘‘ cat ’’, ‘‘ is ’’,  ‘‘ eating ’’ ] is not in training corpus, 
but [‘‘ the ’’, ‘‘ dog ’’, ‘‘ is ’’,  ‘‘ eating ’’ ] is

- if the word representations of ‘‘ cat ’’ and ‘‘ dog ’’ are similar, then the neural network will 
be able to generalize to the case of ‘‘ cat ’’ 

- neural network could learn similar word representations for those words based on other 
4-grams:
                          [‘‘ the ’’, ‘‘ cat ’’, ‘‘ was ’’,  ‘‘ sleeping ’’ ] 
                          [‘‘ the ’’, ‘‘ dog ’’, ‘‘ was ’’,  ‘‘ sleeping ’’ ]
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NEURAL NETWORK LANGUAGE MODEL
Topics: word representation gradients
•We know how to propagate gradients 

in such a network
‣ we know how to compute the gradient for the 

linear activation of the hidden layer

‣ let’s note the submatrix connecting wt−i and the 
hidden layer as Wi

• The gradient wrt C(w) for any w is
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NEURAL NETWORK LANGUAGE MODEL
Topics: word representation gradients
• Example:    [‘‘ the ’’, ‘‘ dog ’’, ‘‘ and ’’,  ‘‘ the ’’,  ‘‘ cat ’’ ] 

‣ the loss is l = − log p(‘‘ cat ’’ | ‘‘ the ’’, ‘‘ dog ’’, ‘‘ and ’’,  ‘‘ the ’’)

‣  

‣  

‣  

‣                    for all other words w 

•Only need to update the representations C(3), C(14) and 
C(21), 9

w3 w4 w5 w6=

21

=

3

=

14

=
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w7
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NEURAL NETWORK LANGUAGE MODEL
Topics: performance evaluation
• In language modeling, a common evaluation metric is the 

perplexity
‣ it is simply the exponential of the average negative log-likelihood

• Evaluation on Brown corpus
‣ n-gram model (Kneser-Ney smoothing): 321

‣ neural network language model: 276

‣ neural network + n-gram: 252
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NEURAL NETWORK LANGUAGE MODEL
Topics: performance evaluation
• A more interesting (and less straightforward) way of 

evaluating a language model is within a particular application
‣ does a language model improve the performance of a machine translation or 

speech recognition system

• Later work has shown improvements in both cases
‣ Connectionist language modeling for large vocabulary continuous speech 

recognition
Schwenk and Gauvain, 2002 

‣ Continuous-Space Language Models for Statistical Machine Translation
Schwenk, 2010
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NEURAL NETWORK LANGUAGE MODEL
Topics: hierarchical output layer
• Issue: output layer is huge
‣ we are dealing with vocabularies with a size D in the hundred thousands

‣ computing all output layer units is very computationally expensive

• Solution: use a hierarchical (tree) output layer
‣ define a tree where each leaf is a word 

‣ neural network assigns probabilities of branching from a parent to any child

‣ the probability of a word is thus the product of each branching probabilities from 
the root to the word’s leaf

• If the tree is binary and balanced, computing word 
probabilities is in O(log2 D)
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NEURAL NETWORK LANGUAGE MODEL
Topics: hierarchical output layer
• Example: [‘‘ the ’’, ‘‘ dog ’’, ‘‘ and ’’,  ‘‘ the ’’,  ‘‘ cat ’’ ]
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NEURAL NETWORK LANGUAGE MODEL
Topics: hierarchical output layer
• Example: [‘‘ the ’’, ‘‘ dog ’’, ‘‘ and ’’,  ‘‘ the ’’,  ‘‘ cat ’’ ]
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NEURAL NETWORK LANGUAGE MODEL
Topics: hierarchical output layer
• Example: [‘‘ the ’’, ‘‘ dog ’’, ‘‘ and ’’,  ‘‘ the ’’,  ‘‘ cat ’’ ]
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NEURAL NETWORK LANGUAGE MODEL
Topics: hierarchical output layer
• How to define the word hierarchy
‣ can use a randomly generated tree
- this is likely to be suboptimal

‣ can use existing linguistic resources, such as WordNet
- Hierarchical Probabilistic Neural Network Language Model

Morin and Bengio, 2005

- they report a speedup of 258x, with a slight decrease in performance

‣ can learn the hierarchy using a recursive partitioning strategy
- A Scalable Hierarchical Distributed Language Model

Mnih and Hinton, 2008

- similar speedup factors are reported, without a performance
decrease
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CONCLUSION
•We discussed the task of language modeling 

•We saw how to tackle this problem with a neural network that 
learning word representations
‣ word representations can help the neural network to generalize to new 

contexts

•We discussed ways of speeding up computations using a 
hierarchical output layer
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